
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 “Manual” for usage of v16.8-16.9 Firmware 
 
If not mentioned otherwise, the settings/functions work the same as for existing firmware’s (v1.5 etc) 

 Make sure that you do a factory reset (press SET button while turning speedo on) after update is completed from 
older firmware. This only has to be done once! 

 This v16.8-16.9 is development for “OnRoad Only" software. 

 We use 16.x numbers for all development code's before the final version will become something like V2.0 then in 
order not to waste too many numbers. 

 
This updated software is actually based on previous development firmware v1.7 and OffRoad Worlds test firmware 
v16.4, which some of you already had, so it's not entirely different but with the following improvements/changes: 
 

1. only two settings in Mode.1: 
- #0 = as previously on other firmware’s (LiPo cut-off and motor temperature cut-off disabled) 
- #1 = as known as #3 on other firmware’s (  2S LiPo cut-off and motor temperature cut-off enabled) 
 

2. revised Mode.2 “Feel” maps with "Active Torque Control”: 
 - #0 profile is the same as known in v1.5 or v1.7. 
-  6 “Feel” settings which only differ by the current limiter style (low number = smooth / higher number = powerful). 
- only for X12 style motors for the moment  
- torque timing, initial drive + throttle map is the same on all 6 profiles (actually same levels as #3 was on v1.7). 

 #0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 
Current Limiter Ramp None (off) Very slow Slow Medium Medium/Fast Fast None (off) 

Torque Timing None (off) *** 
Use with motors All for X12 exclusively 

 

3. revised Mode.3 “Boost” maps: 
- only 6 profiles in total which only increase in fine total timing increments. 
- there are no slow/fast ramps on v16.8-16.9, all profiles are the same (slow RPM ramp, as on v1.7 with odd 
number). 
-  Higher profile = more midrange power and more topspeed.  

 #0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 
Final Timing 0° 15° 17.5° 20° 22.5° 25° 27.5° 

Similar to v1.5 map Identical - - 6 - 7 - 

Similar to v1.7 map Identical 3 - 5 - 7 - 

 
 

4. revised brake "Adaptive Brake Response": 
the brake is now very linear over entire RPM range. At higher speeds the car doesn’t get loose anymore without 
loosing the good brake for tight corners. 

 
 

5. NEW  Fading compensation:  
a special algorithm compensates the feeling that the car may act slightly different with fully charged batteries vs. 
semi-full batteries. This algorithm takes that into account and compensates for that offset, so the feeling should 
remain about the same for the entire run. 


